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ALMOST REGULAR OPERATORS AND INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
ON REARRANGEMENT INVARIANT p-SPACES OF FUNCTIONS, 0 < p ^ l 
Nicolae Popa 
This paper is divided in two sections. In the first one we in-
troduce the almost regular operators and some related classes of o-
perators on a function p-space, 0<p-^l. A characterization theorem 
for the almost regular operators on a rearrangement invariant p-spa-
ce X of functions, such that l<P x^q x<co , is given. This theorem 
extends Theorem 2.1 QJ.TJ stated and proved only for X=L , 1< q < *o m 
The interest of almost regular operators is mainly due to the fact 
that both classes of regular and of integral operators are included 
in the former one. We extend in the second part of the paper Corol-
lary 4.2 -fl-l] (see also[6]) in the setting of p-Banach function spa-
ces. Finally we get ahother(simpler)proof of Theorem 2.4-[2]in the 
•particular case of a rearrangement invariant Banach space X of func-
tions . 
1. Almost regular operators on rearrangement invariant 
p-spaces of functions. 0 < p < l . 
In this paper we deal with operators defined on a rearrangement 
invariant p-space X of functions, 0<p-.$l. 
First we recall the necessary definitions. (See [lo]). 
In what follows without contrary mention all the spaces will be 
real spaces.Let pa real number such that 0<p^l. 
We consider a p-Banach lattice X of functions on I=(Pii| which 
fulfills the following conditions. 
1) The functions of X are p-mtegrable (with respect to Lebes-
gue measure p. ). 
2) If f eX and g6LQ(I) (the space of all Lebesgue measurable 
functions on I) such that |g|£|f| Jl-a.e., then it follows that gfcX 
ancl /|g||x£||f(lx . 
3) The characteristic functions %^ belong to X for all A ̂  I 
such that ft(A)< <-o • 
4) The p-norm llfll̂  of X is p-convex, i.e. the a-meaburable 
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function ( / | f ̂ \ ) belongs to X for f^, ... ifn€.X and moreover 
n -,y n -jy 
<•) H(Z^ifiip) n x<( |~H^iii g) • 
5) (The Riesz-Fischer condition) -. If f-̂ ,. •• ,fn,.. • are elements 
oo 
of X and if > H f .: | ly<p o! »' then whe ̂ -measurable function 
( > |fi(t)j
p) belongs.to. X. 
Such a space X is called q p-KSthe Space of functions^ 0 < p ^ l . 
The condition 4) is the most important one. If.id automatically 
fulfilled for p = 1. Also the Riesz-Fischer condition is a consequen-
ce of the inequality (*) for p = 1. This possible implication for 
0 < p ^ l is unknown to the another. 
Let X be a p-K6the space of functions on I. We denote by X;_v 
1/n *P' 
the set {x : I —*|R ; such that the function t >x(t) '* : = 
- |x(t)| ' p sgn x(t) belongs to XJ-. Endowed with the pointwise order 
and the norm HxIL v : = l(|xl l[S t x t n ) becomes a KSthe space of func-
tions on I, i.e. a 1-K5the space of functions on I . 
Now let X be a KSthe space of functions on I. We denote by X^p' 
the set f x : I —} (R; such that the function xp belongs to X I . 
We consider for xeX v p ; the p-norm 
l|x!l(p) : =lllx|p|[x
 P . 
Then X^p' becomes a.p-K8the space of functions on 1. 
Now we can consider the Kothe dual of A, N, T X ( D ) 3 :=:fe:I —> IP; 
such that. ^ lf(t)g(t)ldf<oo for all f €X(p)} . 
o 
We introduce on p-/D)l the norm 
1 
Ijgll : = sup \ | f ( t ) g ( t ) | d t . 
«f»p^ i 
Hence Fx, C\ becomes a KSthe space of functions on I. 
L VP.{J r -tit 7 (n} 
Then X in a vector sublattice of X" := {[XpjJ J but gene-
rally it is not a p-Banach subspace of it, 
A p-K6*the. space X of functions on I is called a rearrangement 
invariant p-space of functiona (briefly r.i.p-space) if the following 
conditions hold. 
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1) For every f 6 X and every measure preserving automorphism 
£: I —^ I the function f o £ belongs to X and moreover JfoBll x s ^^x
9 
d) X i s a p-Banach subspace of Xtt and X i s either maximal i . e . 
X « xwi or minimal i . e . the subspace of a l l simple p-integrable func-
tions i s dense in X. 
3) We have the canonical inclusions 
L ^ O A J c X d L p (0,1) 
such that the norms of these maps are less tnan 1. (We denote by JTJI 
the expression supJflT xl|; Hx||g:$l$ , wnere T : X — ^ Y is a linear and 
bounded operator acting between the p-Banach spaces X and Y)• 
More details about r.i. p-spaces may be found in* QLOJ • 
We recall now the definition of Boyd indices or a r.i.p-space X. 
Jf'or 0 < s < « * we define the operator D as follows. For every 
_ s 
measurable function f on [0 , l j , put 
- f ( t / s ) t^min ( l , s ) 
(D s f ) ( t ) Í
Г /£ 
0 s < t $ 1 . 
Now we can define the so-cal led Boyd ind ices p x , qx 
p = l i n
 lQfi a s SUp log a 
s -»~ logRDallx s>l log||Dsl(x 
q = i i l t t
 l 0 « 8 = sup l o f i a 
A s«*0 log||DsHx 0<s<l log||Dsllx 
It i s known [ lo j that p ^Pv^^x^ °°' 
For two topological vector spaces X and Y we denote by £(X> t) 
the space of a l l bounded l inear operators from X into Y and by f£(X) 
the space 5f(X,X). 
In what follows X w i l l be a r . i . p-space, 0 < p - £ l , such that 
l<Px^(lx< **' 
Let E e l be a measurable subset. Then by X-, T we denote the o-
perator f — » X E T(f) defined for f ex. 
For T^^(X) we put (if it exists) |T If » sup lTg|, where 0< 
^f 6 X the supremum being calculated in LQ :« LQ (I). 
If (En)^ti ia an increasing sequence of measurable subsets of I 
such that \J\ x *» *hen we s ay tk** ^En^n=l is Ba exhaustive 3e~ 
quence. n 
Now let Tci(X)^T is called an almost regular operator if there 
exists an exhaustive sequence ( E ^ ^ such that |Xg T(€:c£(X)# 
In this definition we assume implicitely that the pointwise su-
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premum sup (Tgl exists as a measurable function on I foar ^f £X. 
Consequently, if T6i£(X) is an almost roscular operator then 
jo T6^CX,L0)ia a regular operator (that is |j o Tl€.^(X,Lo;), where 
j : X — * L is the canonical injection. 
Moreover JjoTJ is an order continuous operator, that is if 
f 1 0 in X then [j oT|f 10 in L • Since X is an order continuous p-Ba-
nach lattice (that is if f^O then l|̂ nllx - ^ 0) having nontrivial Bo-
yd indices, then for'a sequence f ̂ 0 in X it follows that ll^v -r> 0, 
which in turn implies that |joT|fn -̂ -> 0 in LQ. But |j o T l f ^ g £LQ, 
hence g = 0. 
Then it follows thai j * T ia a difference of two positive and 
order continuous operators from X into L . 
So we have proved the following result. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a r.i. p-space of functions on I such that 
l<P x^q x<o© and let T6aC(X.kbe an almost regular operator. Then 
j o T -= U-JL - U2, where U-pl^ are positive and order continuous opera-
tors from X into L . 
The converse of Lemma 1 is also true for X = L , l < q ^ ^ and 
this is nothing else than Nikishin*s Theorem. (See Thm.4 Q-Q). 
For a general r.i. p-space X a weaker result holds. 
Proposition 2. Let X as in Lemma 1 and let Te3t(X) such that 
j o T = u\ - U2, where U-j-Ug are positive operators in^(X,L0). Then 
for every £ > 0 there exist3 a measurable subset E e l such that 
K<E)*1 -£ and [T^ T ^ j ^ X ) . 
(We recall that UX, means the operator defined by f — > U(/l̂ f) for 
r^X. Moreover by Thms. 1.8 and 1.7 - (V] every positive operator on 
X is continuous). 
Proof. Obviously it is sufficient to prove the result for posi-
tive operators only. 
Let r,q be positive numbers such that 1< q<px-£<lx<--•«-«»* • 
Then it is known that Lp is canonically embedded into X and X 
is canonically embedded into L . (See £lo3)« Consequently j o T acts 
as a positive continuous operator from L into L . (Of corse here is 
an often used abuse of notation). E|y Nikishinfs Theorem (Thm#4 - £8]) 
we get a measurable sub3et jrcl such that U(F) >/l - £/2 a n^ 
(1) %v 'i^^(Lr). 
Let's remark tKat by above inclusion the Kothe dual X1 is non-
1 
trivial (i.e. X' := (g : I -—> p ; $ lg(t)r(t)|dt<<*> for every 
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f £x"5 $ |oj) and let's denote by T' the formal K5the adjoint of T. 
Now let Gci be a measurable subset such that jl(G)£l -£,2
 a n d 
(XQ T j d J e L ^ . Then X G T C ^ L ^ ) (again we deal with an abuse of no-
tation) and by the proof of Lemma 1 it follows that joT is an order-
continuous operator from X into L , which in turn implies that X-,T is 
an order-continuous operator on hoa too. 
Then T 1 ^ = (£GT) •£ £(l>±) and j' o (T
fXG)<=^(Lql , L Q), wnere 
j» : X* — > L is the canonical inclusion and 1/q' + 1/q =- 1. 
Again by Nikishin's Theorem we get a measurable subset H S i 
such that tf(H)*£l - £/2 and such that 
(2) XET<pCEe£(Lq,j. 
Since L , is a reflexive space then 
(3) X HT^ H€^(L q). 
By (1) and (3) and applying Theorem 7 - £l0] (which extends 
Boyd's Interpolation Theorem at the p-Banach function spaces setting) 
we get a measurable subset E C I such that u(E)^l -£ and such that 
XE TXggtfX).. 
I don't know if Nikishin's Theorem can be extended for a gene-
ral X. 
So in the case X = L , 1-c q-coo , T£«C(X) is an almost regular 
operator if and only if Ij oTIfcaffX, L Q). 
In view of Lemma 1 it is natural to introduce a now notion. 
Let TeaC(X) such that j oTG3C(X,LQ) be a regular operator.Then 
we call T a L-regular operator on X. 
Hence the almost regular and L -regular operators on L , 
l<rq<od f coincide. The coincidence for a general X is still open. 
It is natural to ask about the relations between various clas-
ses of operators on X. 
For instance it is obvious that the regular operators are al-
lways almost regular operators, consequently they are L - regular o-
perators. 
But the converse is not true. We recall that an integral ope-
rator T£^(X) is an operator given by the formula 
1 
T x(s) « { K(s,t)x(t)dt 
o 
for every xgX, where K(s,t) is a real valued measurable function de-
fined on Ix I, 
Then there exists an integral and non-regular operator T on L« 
(see £4J). Namely T is given by the kernel 
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s~- *E (s) 
«(8ft) - > * ° fn(t) 
where (En)^!.1 is a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of I such 
that / Vn-t^n) ̂  °°i and (^J^L^ is a complete orthonormal system 
in L2* 
Another example of such integral operator is to be found inQjJ. 
On the other hand every integral operator T on L2 is LQ-regular 
(see for instance Lemma 1.6 - £4J). 3y the preceding remarks T is al-
so an almost regular operator on L2# 
Hence the class of regular operators is strictly included in the 
class of almost regular or in the class of L0-regular operators. 
Moreover the class of integral operators is included in the 
class of L -regular operators. This inclusion is also strict since 
the identity operator Ie©£(L2) is obviously a LQ-regular operator but 
not an integral operator. (See Theorem 8.5 - [3j)« 
The class of L -regular (almost regular) is not too large as the 
following example shows. 
Example 3. There exists an operator T^5C(L2) which is not a LQ-
regular. (hence is not an almost regular) operator. 
Proof. Let first (c ) ^ »€^o(2) a sequence such that 
1 n n^ dt c 
2 |c Ijcos 2nrnt| i s divergent for almost every t g (jDfl|« 
Such a sequence ex is t s by a theorem or A.N.Kolmogorov (see [9J, 
P.64K Let now f 6L^(|R) defined by 
f ( t ) « | c n | for t€r(n ,n+l ] f na-f. 
Then we consider U : L2(|R) —> LgCD given by the formula 
n+1 
[u(g>] (t) » 5 Z ( C g(x)dx)cos 2*tyi 
<** i 
-mere g^I^ftK) and t £ l . Then 
n+1 
l*> | j oU|(f) - 8UDI2Z ( ^g(x)dx)cos 2rotl» 
n 
_— n+1 n + l 
^ sup > J i glx)dx||cos 2rot| - Y~ { C f(x)dx) | cos 2imtj • 
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g / | c J • | cos 2tmtl a oo 
n?5f 
for a.e. tel. 
Let now U>: IR — > I a measure-theoretic isomorphism, for in-
stance <f(x) • e~e for xeIR, (see [3]- § 6 for the definition) , and 
let V^ : Lgd) —^LgQft) be the order isometry given by Theorem 6.1 
- L53. 
E|y the relation (*) the operator Tfei(L2) given by T = UVy is 
not an L -regular operator. m 
Another example of this kind is given by Korotkov in [4] • Korot-
kov uses the spectral theory to prove the assertion of Example 3. 
Now we shall give a characterization of almost regular operators 
on r.i. p-spaces of functions X. This result extends Theorem 2.1 -
[11]. First we denote by p£ 6dfiLQ) the operator defined by 
flit> - f. g* 
for f€L Q, neflf and l^r<c» , where gn is a density (i.e. gn(t)>0 
everywhere on [0,1] and moreover Ugnll^
 s ! ) • 
Theorem 4. Let X be a r.i. p-space such that l ^ P x . ^ q x < o a for 
0<p*l« The following assertions are equivalent. 
a) T is an almost regular operator on X. 
b) For all r,q such that l < q < p x ^ q x < r < a* , there exists a 
sequence of densities (g^^li and an exhaustive sequence (En)!!li bf 
subsets of I such that 
fq(*E «(fj)"^ Al^(^dp))nAliB(^
P *f0> 
for all 1^ s^«o and all n€(N. 
Proof, a) b) The proof is very likely with the proof of The-
orem 2.1 - £pj» 
Let (-Sn)fl-| be an exhaustive sequence of subsets of I such that 
l*B T| =*E ' T'^ ( x ) for a11 n6lN* 
We denote by Tn ̂ fll^TljT
1-1?^ Tl. Then it is known ( see 
pLO] - Proposition 5) that we have continuous inclusions 
1̂ (11) CXcL q(p) 
such that their norms should to be less than a constant C(r,q) depend-
ing only on r and qc 
Let q' and r9 the conjugate numbers of q and r and letfs define 
Sn(h) = \ foOi1*)]* + \ fcftW)]*1 for h e d ^ 
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where T : X* — > X1 is the adjoint of Tn, which maps the KBthe dual 
X' = X* into itself. 
Then 
»SnMll = \ V ** - I ' I L^n
(hl/r)]q + + H LTn(hVq,)]r' V « 




<r|c(q;r)[,|h1/r|lq + ||h1/q,||x:j. 
Moreover i f O^h^rg tnen O^Sn(h)< S n (g) . 
Let now 0<f Q 61^(^0 such that llf0Bi = 1 and l e t a >1 such that 
( 2 a ) 1 / q ^ 2 and ( 2 a ) 1 / r \ $ 2 . 
Denoting by fk+1 = fQ + i Sn(fk) for kg tN we get that 
fo $ f l 6 • • • and *f A - 5 ,lfolll + i C ( r»q ) [ ^k- l ll X + 
+ nfk/q'iix'.]« «fo»i+ A c ^ r . ^ Q i f ^ i i ^ + v^i*'**]* 
<:L + A ci( r.q)[ iiV'i7* + iifj£Hi
, /q] f o r a 1 1 **»• 
If sup Ufj-IN = + oo , then dividing the last inequality by 
k 
1fkHl ' w e s e t 
"i-Sl *»Cl<r,,> - i ^ 1 ^ + ly^wJ • 
Passing to a subsequence (f^ ) , such that flfk II ^ -7-* «** > we 
obtain l-<a and th is i s a contradiction. Thus sup llxyAU s M(r,q)< ««». 
3y Fatou fs Lemma i t follows that f^ i s norm-convergent to f11 : = 
•K 
:-= sup ^v^L- ,^ ) . Consequently 
f11 - f + ì S„ (f11) 
anđ 
S^f 1 1 ) Äвf11, 
Put 
Br n ' /.!*•-_ 
Then, 
T n ( g n
/ r ) < ( 2 S n ( g n ) )
1 / q
4 2 g
1 / 2 , T n ( g J
/ q ' ) - < ( 2 S n ( g n ) )
1 / r , . < 2 g 1 / r ' . 
If If U l then 
iPq (V ) (^ )"1 ( f ) N ;T?V , ( f ? )"1 ( 1 ) " l l V 1 8 - ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ 
".$2X1?^ TU. 1 
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and 
= II|*E T lK 1 / r ' - T A (el/q')*2W\xE -Mi-i. 
n n 
Consequently j>n(XE T ) ^ ) "
1 and J>n, ( ^ T) • (fn, J"1 map 
Lo©(&nd^ i n t 0 L ^> ( ^ n
d ^ a n d L ^ ( g n ^ r df^ i n t o i t s e l f - (Obviously 
g £ / r € Lj/fO and thus g£ / r | [ g^ / r | | - 1 i s a density for n£fltf). 
Since [ ( ^ ( X ^ T ) ^ ) " 1 ] ' = & ( ^ T ) • ( £ . J"1 then 
fq(*E ^ f j ^ i ^ g ^ w h e r e s i s e c * u a l e i t h e r 
with 1 or with + oo . 
By Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem it follows that 
j>q(XE T)(f
n)~1€^(Ls(gndfx)0^(Ls(g^
/rdK)) for all s f l $ 8 $ « * . 
nb)-=$>a) Since | f
n ( ^ T) (^)""1|€^(Ls(gndf4))n^(Ls(g^
/rd^)) for 
s=l or s = +00 (^(^(dV)) and ̂ (L^tdtf)) are Banach lattices) then 




for all l . < s ^ < » . Particularly 
.-1 
Then 
lfq<\THŘ> l ^ V ß n ^ <-•> 
(ř5> l fq ( V ) ( ^ } \?>*lLrW)- ( 2 > 
Indeed, for 0 * f feL^) we have $ f r , g n l g n < ^ = \?r dp < «-> 
g n
1 / r ^L r (g n d |A) . It follows that 
n\-l i^n.w m \ / « n N - l , r t n ^ \ /^nx-l ( r P I f q V ^ , г " ( f ) = < ќ ) ihfÿf' fq T ( Һ ) | Ч -
= g l /r- l/q. ( T h l ? , 
n Ihlžf ~h 
ey (1) we have X, •g~1 / q • sup |Th.fcL(g„ du), that i s 
^n n Ihlif r n r 
^ I f q (V)(f?)"1,f"(f) = g n / l " 1 / q , l h S
 , T h l \ f e L r ( ^ 
for a l l 0 $ f 6 1^(1-1). 
On the other hand we have 
\ň<\»W*lC*\<<g* djO). (3) 
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Now we sha l l show tha t 
% n s - l n , _ m \ u n x - l , ^ n i 
I t i s c lear tha t f g n
_ 1 £ L ( g ^ 1 " d ^ f o r 0 ^ f 6 L (|t), thus 
lpS(*E TXf?)"1!* ( fgn1 / r ) € Lq ( gnq / r dP} ' Then U f o l l o w a t h a t 
g - 1 / ( l . sup |Th(XF 6 L ( g
q / r d |0 , tha t i s g ^ " 1 ^ • sup j T h l f e L (|c). 
n l h l < f ^n q n . n ^n (lhll<f q 
Using Theorem 7 - [10]f by (2) and (4) , i t follows tha t 
<r;> -1ifS (v ) (^r l ,^e*XK 
Hence g n
/ r ~ 1 / q %E U i f 6 X for any 0 < f e x . Denote by En m the 
se t [ t £ E n ; g n ( t ) < mj . Then \J En m = En and 
m l / r - l / q x ( T ( f ^ g V r - l / q ^ | T , ( f ^ x 
n,m n,m 
for a l l 0 ^ f 6 X . 
Thus ? E |T|(f)eX for all n,m€|N and for all O^f^X. 
n,m 
If p. = \J E_ m for kCiN then (F, ) v 1 is an exhaustive 
* n+m<k+l n , m K K=X 
sequence of subsets of I and 
X,? |Ti(f)^< > X E lT|(f)tfX 
k n+m.<k+l n,m 
for all 0<f £X and all keW. 
It follows that |xF T| « X F |T|6^(X) for all k£{£J, that is it 
k k 
follows that T is an almost regular operator on X. ^ 
We can strengthen the implication a)=^b) for the regular ope-
rators as follows. 
Corollary 5. Let X be a r.i. p-space of functions on I « [p,l] 
such that l<p^<qx<«x». 
If T is a regular operator on X tnen we have the following as-
sertion: for every r«q such that 1 <q<Py-<: q^<r<<x? there exists a 
density g such that 
f q T ( f r ) "
1 6 ^ a 3 ( ^ ) ) n ^ ( L s ( g
q / r d ( j . ) ) 
for all s such that 1^ s£ *-»• 
Proof. Simply replace T n by T «IIIT|II . (T| in the proof of 
a)«*->b) of Theorem 4. Then we get a density g with required proper-
ties instead of a sequence ( g n ) ^ ^ • m 
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2. Integral operators on rearrangement invariant p-spaces of 
functions on [0,l], for 0 <p $1. 
In this section we deal with integral operators on a r.i.p-spa-
ce X, such that l<p x4q x<°°-
It is to be mentioned that Korotkov has shown that integral ope-
rators on L2 cannot constitute a left ideal. (See Example 4«12-|4]])i 
but the question if they constitute a right ideal remains still open. 
In what follows we are interested to give some compactness cri-
teria for integral operators on rearrangement invariant p-spaces or 
functions on I, for 0«<p . .<l , extending the previous Known result in 
the Banach function spaces setting. (See [6]- p.15b, where a similar 
compactness criterion for Banach function spaces is stated without 
proof). 
First we give without proof an easy extension of Theorem 1.3. 
10 - [£]• The s°l e difference in the proors appears only in the use 
of Theorem 7 - [lo] instead of Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let X be a r.i. p-space or functions on I and let r,q 
real numbers such that 1 <q<p x #$ qx<r<<*> . 2£'T€^I^)n;£(L ) and 
if T is moreover a compact operator on Lr then T6^(X) and T is a 
compact operator on X. 
The following theorem extends Theorem 4*1 - [llj in the p-Banach 
functions spaces setting. See also Theorem 3.2 - £4j. 
Theorem 7. Let X be a r.i. p-space of functions on I such that 
l<Px-$qx<<x> and let TG£(X) an integral operator. 
Then there exists an exhaustive sequence (E .Q)^11 such that 
•*E ^^E 1Q Q compact operator on X for every n£IN. 
Proof„ Let*s assume first that T is a regular operator on X. By 
Corollary 5 it follows that, for 1< q<-tpx^qx <r-<r oo , there exists 
a density g such that 
fq | T I (fr r l sIPq S(fp)"
1|€3f(L8(gd(i))nsC(L8 (g
q/r d|0) for U s ^ ^ 
Since T is an integral operator then by Lemma 3.1 - [llj it fol-
lows that there exist the exhaustive sequence (F-J-^JJL^I (F p)-!^!8*13*1 
that Vpte^hJ&WP^ \f£W*t*rJ**h tf^af" 
and moreover these operators are compact for all neiN. 
Using Theorem 2.5.10 - £5j it follows easy that there exists an 
exhaustive sequence (-?n)Jli
 su°h that \P T(j>r)~ [Xp is a compact 
operator on the both spaces L^gdj-O and L^(g^v d(*). 
Since \fq T^Tr
X\XF 6 .£(L8 (gd |0 )/> .Í (L8 (g^dp)) for all -We <eo 
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and let ne W. Theorem 1.3.10 - [5] shows us that [P TXp (pp)*"1) is 
a compact operator on the spaces L̂ Cgdj-i) and LQ(g
 r cl̂ ) for all n£0J. 
Further reasoning as in the proof of implication b)=-->a) of Theorem 4 
it follows that g 1^" 1'^ T X$ is a compact operator on the spaces 1^ 
and L for all ngJN. Using again Theorem 2.5.10 - [5] we get an ex-
haustive sequence (En)^L1 such that Xg TX^ is a compact operator on 
L^ and L for all nelN. n n 
r Q 
By Theorem 6 we get now tuat 7C$ TX^ is a compact operator on 
X for every nefiN« n n 
Let now T63f?(X) be an integral operator. Since by Theorem 3.1.-
[llj T is a L -regular operator, then by Proposition 2 there exists 
an exhaustive sequence (E ) n = 1 of subsets of I such thatJTL TX, \£ 
6jC(X). By the first part of the proof there exists an exhaustive se-
quence ( F . ) * % such that X-. TX. or® compact operators on both spa-
n n-l T n Yn 
ces L^ and L for all ne N# .By Theorem 6 it follows that XF TAL are 
compact operators on X for every neJJ. m 
We give now the compactness criterion extending Corollary 4.2. 
-Q-l]. See also [6 J - p.156. 
Theorem 8. Let X De a r.i. p-space on functions on I, such that 
l-<Pv.£qx-<©-» and let T£^£(X) be an integral operator. 
Then T is compact if and only if limJ(Xp T'[yYx) = ° for every 
oo 
decreasing sequence of subsets (E l^-, such that f\ E_ - 0. 
n n~x n=-l n 
Proof. Let T be a compact operator on X. Since 1-^Py -£qx<-** the 
Haar system is an unconditional basis in X. (See Theorem 13 -Q-O]). 
By Mazur-Phillips•Theorem, also true for p-Banach spaces ( see 
-F7]) it follows that lim IIJL T||r,vx = 0 for every sequence L ft(En)-^0 ̂ n
 i(X} 
(E )**-, of dyadic intervals. Hence lim (|7T„ Tt~,v\ = 0 for every n n-1 f*(En>~*°
 a ** 
decreasing sequence ( E n ) n , such that fl E„= 0. n n*-j. ^ n n=l 
If l im | ;L T l L m - 0 (here E„40 means tha t En2E, - /2 . . . and 
^ EnW ^ n <&*'
 n x 2 
D En = 0 ) , then by Theorem 7 there ex i s t s an exhaustive sequence 
n 
( F n ) n ^ 1 such tha t Xp Tfy i s a compact operator for every nslN. 
n n 
Since f T - r , T?L |[P£ ||T - XF T||
p + 1 % ^ % - Xv Tft
p then 
n r n r n r n r n r n 
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lim (T - 7L TXp HP< 2 I S ||?L T/l = 0. 
n-*oo n n F 40 n 
Hence T is a compact operator. w 
As an application of Theorem 8 we give a simpler proof of Theo-
rem 2,4 - [2j, however in the particular case of a r.i. Banach space 
of functions X with l-< p x^q^<oo. 
We consider that our proof deserves the publication because the 
original proof depends on deep results of £l]« 
Theorem 9, Let X be a r.i. Banach space of functions on I such 
that 1 < p x ̂  q^ < oo . 
(i) ket Tg;£tX) be an integral operator. T is compact ifUax. 
only if lim ((T1 (fn)ll = 0 for each norm bounded and disjoint sequen-
— (fn^rT=l o f elements of Xf • 
(il) Let Tesf(X) be such that T' is an inteCTal operator. Then 
T is compact if and only if lim II T(f ) 1 =- 0 for each norm- bounded 
and dis.ioint sequence of elements of X. 
Proof, (i) If (f n) n is as in the statement of Theorem 9 > then,de-
noting E = supp f , by the proof of Theorem 8 it follows that 
lim/f T%r M = 0. Hence lim J(Tf (OiU. = 0. 
n EnV(X') n n x 
We shall prove that / T'X^ convergt»xor every sequence of 
n-=l n 
disjoint subsets (E„)—! of !• Assume the contrary and then it would 
exists o> 0 and a subsequence (m .Ĵ -i °^ natural numbers such that 
8 7 T'XV II * / for every jelN, that is UT'X, |l £ d 
H ^ + T Enrf(X') m
 F0JC(X-> 
ror jetN , where F. = \J E_. But this l a s t inequality contra-
J n-m.+l n 
v 
diets the relation lim |Tf (f^)|vl = 0 for every norm-bounded and dis-
n n A 
joint sequence (£n)>JLi in X*. 
0O 
Consequently / T'X™ converges. Let now a sequence F 4>i0. 
n=-l n 
oo. 
We denote by Efc =- FkNFk^ l f k e N . Then HT'JtpH ^1 C _
 T'X$Jl a n d f o r 
k j=-k j, 
every g>0, there exists k(£) such that k£k(£) implies that 
.IT'̂ L* 11 s £ . Hence l i m H T 1 ^ l| » 0 ana moreover lim|lJL T | L m « 
*k sgX') id .» J *l ' 
= 0, By Theorem 8 we get that T is a compact operator., 
(ii) Since T* is a compact operator on X1 for a norm-bounded 
and disjoint sequence (-?n)n of elements of X we have by (i) that 
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lim f/TH(fr%)Hvtf = 0, and moreover lim imf_)ilY » 0. By the proof of JI n A n " A 
(i) it follows that limftTfc, U = 0 for every sequence E_4r0. Thus 
lim UTHXC, |l _ = 0 and by Theorem 8 it follows that T', and hence 
nlso T, I S a compact operator. 
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